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Planetary Vision

The Time that we have been preparing for is NOW.

Many do not realize the magnitude and whole systems aspects of what is currently unfolding on our Planet. It is beyond the scope of most human comprehension; It is of cosmic proportions.

Planet Earth is the focal point for many other world systems.

We are now experiencing the amplification of frequency wars and the potential electromagnetic enslavement of the entire species encapsulated by the artificial timing frequency.

From a galactic perspective, the root of this frequency war can be found in the erroneous timing frequency, the 12:60 frequency.

We are in the final days of this 12:60 frequency matrix.

Stay vigilant.

The 12:60 has its tentacles in all institutions and seeks total control over humanity, including its biology. All that is occurring is to merge us with an artificial frequency grid.

This 12:60 frequency can be understood as a subconscious implant that seeks to control and program our perceptions. This frequency seeks to maintain the illusion of our separation from one another, from Nature and the Cosmos.

Most people do not want to admit, or even believe, that all we have been taught about reality might be false; that our perceptions were formed and generated within a false artificial matrix: the 12:60.

All of the work of José Argüelles was to warn us and prepare us for this Time if humanity had not chosen a return to natural cycles.

He reminded us that everything goes in cycles. There is a Time of Corruption and a Time of Redemption. The Prophecy of Pacal Votan is about Time and the Redemption
of Time. This Prophecy came to remind us that Universal Wisdom is contained in our body, not in machine intelligence.

We are here to overcome our amnesia and remember who we are and what our true history is. Each person on stage is a coded frequency that points to a much larger narrative.

The Law of Time describes the process of going from unconscious to conscious. The purpose is to wake up from the Dreamspell of history and all false perceptions.

To begin to grasp the whole system of energetics playing out now requires us to rise above conventional thinking, polarity, and personal biases to see the bigger picture. This is the purpose of our work with the 13 Moon Calendar and Law of Time.

We are witnessing the climax of the break of the Universal Order. This manifests as a polarized split in the Mind that is projected out into the phenomenal world.

All of the Universe is unified in our Mind.

One thought of separation creates a break or fracture of the Universal pattern, which manifests physically as all sorts of diseases, neurosis, and psychological disturbances.

To Return to Nature is to return to the Universal Pattern. The Universal Pattern is experienced as the Synchronic Order, where beauty, order, and harmony reign supreme.

The choices we make in these critical moments will determine the future. It is important that we stay connected to the Source and not succumb to fear and manipulation.


The original Mission of this work was predicated toward the day 12-21-2012 as a consciousness shift to return Earth to its natural order. Though many experienced a shift of consciousness, the world still entered a time of increasing chaos. This December 21 solstice, Kin 112, will mark nine years since that prophesied date.

José Argüelles’ original vision took into account that the crisis of the world community can end in two ways: “self-destruction, either dismally drawn out for another generation, or rapidly exploded through some ‘accident;’ or it can create an entirely new pathway by embracing the advent of galactic culture.”
This year is the 20th anniversary of 9-11, the symbolic puncturing of the old Time. This day lands on Kin 11: Blue Spectral Monkey. This event inspired the book *Time and the Technosphere: The Law of Time in Human Affairs*, which explains how the 12:60 world goes through 28-year cycles, which brings us to 2029.

This is the purpose for putting out the nine-year vision plan. 2020-2029. This is merely a structure to organize our activities within Timeship Earth. This Vision Map recognizes that all crises and issues facing us are ultimately a crisis of consciousness.

Be prepared to give up all illusions about what you have been taught about the world we live in.

There is a transmutation taking place in every cell of our human body and Planet body. Information that was coded into our DNA is now being activated.

We are in an age of embodiment.

Do not succumb to the fear virus. Stay calm and centered.

Envision the harmonious world you wish to live in.

Envision it in detail. Take action, as guided.

The New Way will be unlike anything that came before.

New instructions are being given.

Let’s turn off our monitor screen and Listen.
Planetary Kin

The root of the world problem is the creation of a false and artificial timing frequency which drives human life as if humans were also machines. This is to the worldly profit of a few, but to the detriment of the many, and, regardless of profit, the false 12:60 timing frequency, has set the planet on a course of ultimate self-destruction. Thus far the good will of a few people here and there have made the sole difference between utter chaos and total destruction.

—José Argüelles/Valum Votan

All the work that has been done since the inception of the Law of Time has been generating a battery of light that will ultimately culminate third-dimensionally in the reflection of the unity of our collective transformation.

In light of the 34th anniversary of the Harmonic Convergence, we present this Planetary Report to you. This global event held on August 16, 1987 (Kin 55), was the inception point of reorienting the planetary mind to create an entirely new pathway, a telepathic network over Earth to anchor Galactic Culture as a New Living Reality. The Harmonic Convergence was followed by the Discovery of the Law of Time (1989) and then the seeding of Galactic Culture and 13 Moon calendar around the planet by José Argüelles and his wife, Lloydine.

Every sincere action on behalf of the Earth and humanity has a cumulative effect. Never think that what you are doing is too small. Each practice, meditation, and sacred action creates a pulse of light that helps dissolve the old conditional mindset and activates the regenesis of human thought into the healing Light of the Noosphere.

Noosphere is the whole earth consciously realized.

According to The Mayan Factor, the galactic Maya foresaw this time of darkness on the planet, when “the memory of the Galactic Masters would be viewed as a childish dream ... but the Numbers of Destiny would remain—the 13 numbers and the 20 signs”.

These numbers would persist as a clue, a sign, that yet a third phase of the Mayan project was to be completed. Somewhere in that far and distant time,
when armies clashed with metal and chemicals released the fire of the Sun, the wonder of the Maya would burst again, releasing the mystery and showing the way that marks the Return among the patterns of the stars.

–José Argüelles, *The Mayan Factor*, p. 82.

Fortunately, there are those planetary kin who still remember the Source Mission and continue to activate this new frequency during these densest of times. Those of us who have learned and been activated have a duty to share with others, in our unique ways as we are inspired.

Our Movement is growing, and efforts are being made in many countries to promote and activate the 13:20 frequency of love, synchronicity, equality, autonomy, unity and harmony. There are activities of the Law of Time happening all over the world, which are now largely online..

This report only skims the surface. The key themes of activities around the world are education, community, art and sacred activism. We begin with a report from Rodrigo Urrea from Chile, the President of FLT South America, who reminds us: *It is important to keep the dream alive and surrender to the Absolute, shifting our frequency towards Love and be amazed every day with new synchronicity.*

We also acknowledge the many kin who have shared their amazing projects and art. We also want to recognize the kin and Earth Wizards who work offline: the shamans, alchemists, esotericists, and medicine people, the anonymous ones who do not publicly display their works. We feel you and honor you, as well as our ancestors and off-planet family who are assisting us at this time.

Note: If you are not included in this report, please don’t take it personally; we will continue to feature key kin activities in our Moonly newsletter. If you would like to share a report of your activities and visions, please email a Word document and any images or links to nelektra227@lawoftime.org, and cc: holomind441@lawoftime.org.

And as Cosmic Monkey in New York so eloquently expresses:

> During these times, as we navigate through so much density, so many layers of unraveling illusion, our greatest act of service may very well be to remain steadfast in our pursuit of a Higher Reality. The artist’s vocation can be the most Universal Medicine for our planet; a sacred call, which if heeded
wholeheartedly by enough kin can be like a metaphorical opening of Pandora’s Box, revealing a utopia which was always possible, the New Earth.

We would also like to announce that during the Lunar Storm year, Flaviah, Kin 228, has launched a network platform called MIGHTY NETWORKS. It is designed to help organizations and communities to operate and integrate. She first began with her students’ community in Portuguese. After the test, she suggested FLT use it to organize its education programs. She assisted us in its utilization for recent online courses.

Her vision is to have kin around the world connected in Mighty Network, so that all of our activities can be known. If you want to join and start to investigate here is the link: https://foundation-for-the-law-of-time.mn.co/share/QCA-pbYtUT-tp_Ud

This report is to activate this process of awareness of some of the activity of our global galactic community.

7 day event in Palenque and Teotihuacan culminated on Galactic New Year: White Magnetic Wizard. Final large gathering before the world shifted in 2020.
Chile

Foundation for the Law of Time
Chile Southern Hemisphere: 13 Moons in Action.
By Rodrigo Urrea Santibáñez - White Crystal Mirror
President of FLT Chile

The 13 Moons have moved from motion to action; we did not imagine how far we would go. It is important to keep the dream alive and surrender to the Absolute, shifting our frequency towards Love and be amazed every day with new synchronicity.

Since the 13 Moon Calendar arrived in Chile in 1993, through the Dreamspell Kit, we have gone through several stages, manifesting this vision in concrete action. Educational materials have been produced, an Earth Wizard's Seminary has been manifested, communities have been established, artists have created pieces inspired by this vision, and the mass media has been reached.

A significant event has been the legal establishment of the Foundation for the Law of Time in Chile.

Around the Foundation, the most collaborative and loving people have been linked, who with a spirit of selfless service has helped in the advancement of the Foundation. My most sincere thanks to each one of them. Like a magnet, many initiatives in favor of the Earth, nature, art, culture, and healing, have collaborated and linked with us. Another hug for each one of them.

In these times, we have launched several online seminars, in a format of 13 classes, one per week. Spanish-speaking planetary kin in various parts of the world has received a synthesis of the most profound aspects of the Law of Time in its multiple facets. A big greeting to those who have been part of the different study groups, and we welcome all new people who are coming to explore the magic of time.

FLT-Chile recently celebrated the 29th Festival of Peace through Culture online. It has been proved that together we can achieve wonderful things. This time, the EnSincro
collective, an Argentinian communications initiative that launched an internet radio station focused on the Law of Time, collaborated in the production of this festival.

We started broadcasting the Noosphere Day (July 22), continuing with the 364th Day of the 13 Moon year and ending with the Day Out of Time. After more than seven hours of live transmission, we raised the Prayer to the Seven Directions, we thanked the Water, we remembered those who are no longer among us, we had a memorable meeting of three planetary points: North America, Asia, and South America linking the three organizations established to manifest the Law of Time as a way of life where Time is Art, also art and music were present in a masterful way, through artists who live the natural time.

One of the special moments of this celebration was the interview with a pre-candidate for the presidency of Chile—yes, a presidential pre-candidate—who intends to establish the 13 Moon Calendar in our country as one of the eight reformulations of the State.

His galactic signature is Yellow Galactic Human, and he was born on December 21! Cristian Contreras Radovic has mentioned the need to change the Gregorian calendar in almost every interview and speech in our country. The national press has taken this idea and shown it as novel and even extravagant. We know that beyond opinions, it is the collective mind that brings out the medicine we need.

May the light coming from beyond the Sun reach your hearts, bringing a new time of peace!

Rodrigo Eugenio Urrea Santibáñez

http://www.leydeltiempo.cl • Cel/Wsp +569 6841061

See Rodrigo's excellent synthesis of the Law of Time here: https://youtu.be/3Dhc_UVzHhk
Rodrigo and Cristian Contreras Radovic, presidential candidate in Chile.
Argentina

The Argentine Kin have been of inestimable help and collaborative assistance to FLT USA, in particular Flaviah Motta 228, Ik Nehuen 202 and Adrian 177. A special thanks to them for assisting in online events, videos, communications and art. It has been a joy!

By Flaviah Motta
Yellow Resonant Star – Brazil/Argentina

Since 11 Storm Year, I have been developing an Online program with students mainly from Brazil and Portugal, which is more than an online course; it is a program where they are trained to exercise collectively with the codes of the Law of Time connecting the daily telepathy, in groups of Earth Family and Root Races. These groups do different online meditations to trigger the Noosphere and the Rainbow Bridge.

All of this is currently done in Portuguese, but I am also ready to mentor groups in English and Spanish. The purpose is to use the Internet to trigger the Noosphere and increase consciousness.

1) Every Magnetic day, we Zoom with my students to coordinate common purposes and adventures for that particular wavespell. Every Crystal Tone 12, we meet in the Court of Kin to share experiences.

2) Daily Synchronic Meditation. Every day is recorded by a member of the Earth Family and posted in a Telegram channel which can be reached for free by anyone.

Around 1000 people receive the Meditation every day. The Meditation covers Plasma Meditation, mantra Kin, Oracle, Planet Holon, pulsars, and the Rainbow Bridge. It is done in Portuguese every day by my students. Earth families also have meetings for Overtone Pulsars in the wave spell where different themes are explored.

3) Root races: We have one group for each root race. Every day there are Zoom meetings for the Pulsar of the color of the day. The purpose of the Pulsar is determined on Magnetic day, and it is to: increase consciousness, purify water, stop war,
activate peace, spread love, stop diseases and any other common purpose necessary at the moment.

The pulsar exercises are according to Cosmic History, Volume 6 and according to the experience on pulsars gave by Valum Votan in Picar quin, Chile.

5/) SONDA PROJECT is a new space for the Galactic Research Center that is being physically built in Epuyen, Patagonia, Argentina. This place is like a PROBE for the Future Galactic cities. The purpose is to train in real-life practices of sustainability and social organization based on time.

Fort Domo is being built. We are fundraising to continue to pay for the land and to build the structure. All help is welcome; soon, a web page for the project will be available.

You can contact me by email: lamat228@gmail.com
Instagram: @codigosdotempo
Youtube: Codigosdotempo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTqXlaSnLeISVJTJEOwCN5Q
Video by Kin in Brazil and Argentina: https://youtu.be/O8WpY3ynz08
Argentina
Ik Nehuen: Cosmic Sky Teachings

Cosmic Sky Teachings and the Imaginal Realm: Ik Nehuen Kin 202 is working and developing galactic artworks and inspired workshops on Instagram @cosmicskyteachings and @elefanteblanco202.

He also personally assists Stephanie/Red Queen with videos and her IG @livingtime-science. With the assistance of Belen, they created Noosphere Activation Kits, and also two booklets: the Synchronic Sessions and the Avatars of O.M.A.

Noosphere Activation Kit: https://lawoftime.org/product/noospheric-awareness-activation-kit-yellow-electric-seed-year/

Sirius Sessions booklet: https://mailchi.mp/lawoftime/sirius-sessions

Avatars of OMA: https://lawoftime.org/avatars-of-oma/

Ik assists in activating Time Zone Art through the practice of Natural Mind and the embodiment of the Cosmic Sky Teachings. In collaboration with Noospheric Artists, Ik Nehuen remembers the future by exploring the Imaginal Realm. Through attunement with the Solar Sunspot Cycles, he enters the Core of Inner Time, where he receives Art Frequency Codes as a way of merging the present time with the Noosphere and bringing forth Galactic Culture.

His workshops are based on the Synchronic Order, Dharma Art, and the Cosmic Sky Teachings. He presents the GM108X lineage in a whole systems approach of the codes of natural time. He presents the prophecy lineage as an artistic path of self-discovery based on the practice of Natural Mind along with the synchronization of the multiple layers of knowledge coded inside the Synchronic Order.

Natural Mind is the flow of Natural Time, and the Noosphere is the Awakening of the Planetary Mind through the presence of the heart anchored in the Now.
This was the first year that the 13 Moon Almanac was published in Chinese by FLT Asia. Our team there, led by Rafeeka, Lunar Eagle, is in process of translating all of the Cosmic History Chronicles and The Uninscribed, thanks also to Leelamanda and Latifa and all the team. https://www.instagram.com/law_of_time_asia/

Much of the knowledge of the 13 Moon calendar and Law of Time was seeded in China by Katarina (Katamama), Blue Magnetic Storm from Chile as well as Ana, Planetary Wind, from Serbia. In 2012 Rafeeka led 10,000 people in the Rainbow Bridge meditation at a cultural event in Taiwan. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgFe8OoK3BE&t=7s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hsG1KX8A8Y

See their amazing activity in this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJKgFmPZATc

Also The Mayan Factor: Path Beyond Technology is being published (2021) for the first time ever in Chinese by a publishing company in Beijing. Currently FLT is collaborating with Law of Time Asia on a 28-day program to Activate the 9 Time Dimensions. Attendees are from Taiwan, China, Singapore and Malaysia
Brazil: Galactic Education Center

The Galactic Education Center led by Andre, Kin 93, is expected to reopen in the Planetary Moon. It is a beautiful place to remember the sacred path, and original mission of the Law of Time and 13 Moon calendar.

Here is a video that conveys the magic and beauty of the Center better than words can do. https://youtu.be/TDr17DWpvyM

The Center has activated countless kin and serves as a Brazilian publication headquarters, which includes the annual 13 Moon Almanac. Andre and his team recently published *The Uninscribed: Initiation into the Heart of Time*, as well as the biography of José Argüelles/Valum Votan.

They are currently working on the second volume of the Cosmic History Chronicles. As with everything classes have been closed and largely online due to the current world situation. But will hopefully reopen soon. At this Center, one can directly experience galactic/noospheric states of consciousness, while at the same time learning to ground these teachings into practical ways that can be used in daily life.
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Tzolkin
The main vision and key activities for the Noosphere Institute at the Electric Yellow Seed Ring is to continue our Synthropic Environmental Education Programme for local public schools with partnership with UNESP (São Paulo State University) and Fapesp, followed by book and articles publications.

We also are about to translate to different languages part of the 13 Days for Peace Festival that happened during White Magnetic Wind Wave spell (from 24th of July to 5th of August, 2021) and start to work on the next edition as soon as possible to be launched in different languages.

The 13 Days for Peace Festival was inspired by the precepts of the Roerich Pact, which was signed on April 15, 1935 by 21 governments of the Americas. The Pact unifies all Arts, Sciences and all Spirituality with Planetary Culture.

In 2011 in Bauru/SP and region, we started a collaborative movement for the dissemination and construction of the works of the Culture of Peace. This was configured in festivals entitled “Pela Paz” or Week of Culture of Peace, always around the 25th of July, to celebrate the Day of Universal Forgiveness - Day Out of Time, and human synchronization with the natural cycles of time.

As of 2018, Casa Sensorial and Instituto Noosfera extended the event to “13 Days for Peace”. Since then, they organize and promote the free event, focused on promoting Peace through Culture, over 13 days, on dates that include the 25th of July.

The “13 Days for Peace” project aims to share knowledge, experiences of coexistence and, above all, to inspire initiatives that aim to promote human and social development, in an integral way, and, as a consequence, the Culture of Peace, in response to
the current planetarium of intense transformations, where a peaceful, constructive and happy culture is only possible when we expand our consciousness.

We also are working together with Flaviah Motta, from Time Codes Channel in Brazil to launch a 13 Moon advanced education programme about Law of Time called Chrononauts, to start at Electric Moon of this ring.

For the last Day Out of Time we runned a gathering at Amazon called “Call for Planetary Regeneration”. It happened at Eco Araguaia Jungle Lodge, in caseara, Tocantins. This is a very special area, where three different biomes are found - Amazonia, Pantanal and Cerrado.

We were 16 people studying, practicing and meditating the Rainbow Bridge and Time Codes every morning, while also enjoying, resonating and fully contemplating nature during an amazing experience.

We had the opportunity of being with local Indigineus people during our Day Out of Time Celebration, which was really powerful.

*The vibrations and intention of all who attend will ripple out from the Amazon to the rest of the Planet, helping to accelerate the healing wave of new consciousness. A Noospheric activation event!*
Online - Grátis
Resgatando Memórias de Cultura de Paz
24 de Julho a 5 de Agosto 2021
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Brazil

Positive creativity is the fundamental quality of the human spirit. We salute all those who overcome personal difficulties. Let us boost their spirits to the task of building peace, thus ensuring a radiant future. —Nicholas Roerich

Update by Ishram-Overtone Hand, who was of great support to José Argüelles/Valum Votan in Australia, in his final years.

Ishram and his partner Giane have land and are building a small center in southern Brazil. They are working with the local Municipality in Caraa’ RS Brasil. They are also initiating to work on a 5 year water plan with the municipality.

Here is his update:

20 July: This morning, Mayor Magdiel Silva received in his office the owners of the Espaço das Flores site, Giane Alves Dutra and Ishram Tansley.

During the visit, the couple handed the peace flag to the mayor. Since 1935 this flag has been internationally recognized as an instrument of peace - Peace through culture. As the saying goes “Where there is peace there is culture, where there is culture there is peace.”

The couple also spoke about the Universal Forgiveness Day, celebrated on 07/25. A day considered special, with the purpose of starting a new time with new attitudes.

The meeting was attended by the secretary of administration Marcelo Pacheco, the municipal attorney Jussara Tedesco and the director of Tourism Joelma Fernandes.”
CREST BEN UR assumes the mission of giving to the world a living example of the transition from the 12:60 way of living and relating with each other to a 13:20 authentic and reliable way of life.

CREST BEN UR (C.entre for R.eeducation E.spiritual in S.acred TIME, Ben for being located in the Skywalker Holon, and UR for Universal Recollection and Religion).

We are building our homes in a permacultural and recycling manner; we already have two families living on the land, two pairs of parents, and four children. We are taking advantage of the so-called pandemic by homeschooling program called Mareverum, which works as a branch of the same name in the USA.

We are focusing on producing vegetables in agroflorestal system, with no chemicals allowed. We have four more families beginning to build their houses. The Time Temple will be finished soon and we can receive retreatants. We aim to create a neat and pristine ambiance with no noise or distractions so that visitors can dive deeply inward.

We have the blessing of araucarias trees that almost went into extinct, but we are planting more trees every day. We have clean, pure water that springs at 1300 meters high, lots of it, and so many varieties of birds, and even a small kind of lion called “leao baio,” besides deer and other small animals, and also serpents (jararaca is a very poisonous one, but she never showed up in this five years).

I (Annibal) have been teaching the codes of the Law of Time for 23 years, and ever since he walked away from 12:60, he never went back. He will happily and enthusiastically share with You about the Law of Time or CREST Ben UR.
We are ready to receive advanced students of the Law of Time who want to dive deep inside a perfectly silent space, isolated but reachable, with pure waters flowing naturally all around and virgin nature that helps in deep meditation. There is spartan camping for basic needs assured, 14 km away from a touristic mountain type little town called Urubici, in Santa Catarina, Brasil.

We are offering retreats here that will be adapted to the student’s needs. This includes transportation in and out of Florianopolis International Airport, which is 185k from our retreat space. We are also 130K from some of the most beautiful beaches in Southern Brazil.

Price can be negotiated. If interested, call Annibal at 55-49-999099020. All curriculum and trajectory are publicly shared on Facebook as Annibal Lisandro Luporini Dowgaluk and @magogalaktiko on Instagram.
Italy

FLT recently completed a 28-day online event with Italian kin collaboration of Stefania, Kin 123, Melissa, Kin 258 and Antonio, Kin 255.

Italian kin celebrated the 34th anniversary of the Harmonic Convergence in Cisternino, led by original Earth Wizard, Antonio Giacchetti. This is the city where the seminal 7-day Synchronotron seminar by Valum Votan took place in 2009. José Argüelles/Valum Votan - 7-day Seminar 441/Synchronotron - Day 1

There were at least 16 in-person Day oOt of Time events this year. Here are the links to his annual Sincronario.

http://www.13lune.it/arguments.php?idArgs=723
http://www.13lune.it/arguments.php?idArgs=735

Antonio's site is: www.13lune.it

He works closely with Alberto Ruz Buenfil, a close friend of José Argüelles and son of the discoverer of the tomb of Pacal Votan. He introduced Antonio to the late Mexican author Don Antonio Velasco Piña.

He wrote the important book Regina of which Alberto wrote the preface to the 2018 edition of the 50th anniversary of the massacre which took place in Mexico City on October 2, 1968.

Antonio wrote: "...the story narrated in the book (Regina) is deeply connected with the wisdom of ancient civilizations of Mesoamerica, with the themes of forgiving, redeeming the evil of war and violence, silencing the
The knowledge José Argüelles has been able to rescue of the Mayan culture gives us the chance to change the present destructive and suicidal “civilization” into a genuine civilization based on the natural cycles in alignment with the cosmic order. —Antonio Velesca Pina
Stefania Marinelli, Kin 123, has created a publishing house, Accademia del Sole Blu, where she recently published a book on the Law of Time and the biography of José Argüelles/Valum Votan. The publishing company will soon translate Accessing your Multidimensional Self and Manifesto for the Noosphere by José Argüelles/Valum Votan. Here is her report of recent events.

By Stefania, Kin 123

The Day Out of Time Festival was a wonderful experience! We could feel such a warm bond creating among us all!

During the four days, we gave seminars, meditations, labs, synchrogalactic yoga classes; we made music and gathered a lot of people coming from everywhere around Italy.

The main teachings transmitted here are related to the 64 UR Runes and the Codons, mostly the teachings contained in the 20 Tablets of Law of Time.

The joy we felt was so intense that on Kin 224, the organizers decided to take that festival around Italy (the organizers are me and Marcello Pala, Kin 62, author of a beautiful day-to-day synchronometer). This idea has already given a result: in September (01/04 September) we will do another festival!

This time it is called Festival of No-Time, and the teachings we will give are inspired by the Solar Moon Initiation into the 9 Time Dimensions with Stephanie. This time we are 4 people organizing, and we all were at the Initiation.

We want to spread the teachings about the 9 Time Dimensions through art labs, meditations, and playing music.

In the Self-Existing Moon (end of October), there will be another great event: a symposium dedicated to the galactic teachings of Valum Votan, a 2-day event where four speakers will discuss a main topic. There will be me, Antonio, Marcello, and Giovanna Battistini, one of the two authors of the 2010/2013 Synchronic Journal.
My mission is to give strength and cooperation to other Kin, while traveling around Italy to spread Valum Votan’s teachings to as many people as possible. Marcello and I are also giving online classes for newcomers and more advanced students, starting from the bases of the Law of Time, Tzolkin, 13-moon calendars, Telektonon, Cube of the law, up to the 20 tablets of the Law of Time and slowly starting with the Synchronotron.

https://www.facebook.com/stefaniamarinelli23

https://www.instagram.com/stefiashtalan/?hl=en

Here are few pictures of the Day Out of Time Festival that was held in a magical place called PARCO CRISTALLO
Fiorella Capuano, Kin 93, original Earth Wizard and former lawyer, and her partner Greg, Kin 20 have worked tirelessly on behalf of the 13:20 paradigm. They are founders of the flourishing Peace Garden in Italy, and together with Marisa Pellizzon, Yellow Rhythmic Star, they have created an autonomous international PAN node. They are focused on manifesting the 8th chapter of the Mayan Factor through a fair and harmonious model.

Fiorella and Greg split their time between California and Italy.

Here is Fiorella’s current report:

“The new governance of California and of all 50 states continues, which we are also replicating in Italy. Change of Status is the essential procedure. All the States of America have Assemblies now in session and increasingly, the global fraud is being unmasked, ready to get the people out of corporate military Governments and increasingly instituting pro-people peaceful Land Governments to defend their rights: the new world as indicated by Votan. Judge Anna Von Reitz is very Arguellian in her language, she, too, is one of those who know and act for the good of humanity. Great things are moving with incredible synchronicity.

Votan is always in my heart, inspiring me continuously. We are creating the new social model required by the higher order, just as described in the eighth chapter of the Mayan Factor: One People United and Organized. We are truly the Living Prophecy, the universe confirms it to me every day.

The Peace Garden is a splendor right now. More and more beautiful souls are wanting to know our natural mind rehabilitation model. It is wonderful to render this sacred service, I am honored to participate so actively. Thanks for the opportunity!

After my last interview on the successes of the new management through Common Law, hundreds of people are contacting me. The PAN Forever model is forever and as Votan passed on to us, we are prepared and ready on all fronts: as guides, in health, economics and spirituality. We are the most comprehensive inclusive model in the world just as Votan asked us to be. His supreme wisdom has matured in us
continuous attention, so that today we offer the best in all fields. People are more and more ready and indeed want to understand our model based on the Law of Time and Cosmic Science."

Fiorella /Sky2
fiorellacapuano1320@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOcHYD1dmsSj-A-ke6oJFYA
Facebook name: Fiorella Capuano
333.747.9520
0831.379.820
Japan

Japanese kin, led by Kozo-Resonant Worldbridgeter, recently held a beautiful online Harmonic Convergence 34 event.

They continue to produce 13 Moon calendars and day books, as well as online teaching events. Thanks to the work of Kozo and Mikoshi, 10 Skywalker, the new teachings of Hunab Ku 21 and Synchronotron are now available in Japanese.

Dr. Emoto was a friend of Dr. José Argüelles and a supporter of the 13 Moon calendar. Dr. Emoto created the Global Water Appreciation Day on July 25, which coincides with the Day Out of Time, Peace through Culture festival. [https://1320frequency-shift.com/2014/10/22/water-memory-and-gratitude-to-dr-emoto/](https://1320frequency-shift.com/2014/10/22/water-memory-and-gratitude-to-dr-emoto/)

Japan held a special place in the heart of José Argüelles. In 1996, he and his wife Lloydine held the Judgement Day Tribunal in Japan, which Dr. Emoto attended.

The purpose of this Tribunal was to formally acknowledge and make conscious of the error and “crime in time” known as the Doctrine of Discovery, the Papal edict issued in 1452 by Pope Nicholas V.

This document states that if any Christian “discovers” a land or territory possessed by non-Christians, the Christian has the right to dispossess the non-Christian of that land.

Not only did the Doctrine of Discovery lead to the destruction of Mayan time knowledge, but it also stole the time and culture from countless indigenous tribes around the world. The Gregorian calendar institutionalized this crime against humanity, imposing Western ways and customs upon the indigenous and minorities, a cultural genocide still happening today.

Today in Japan, there are many factions of the Law of Time. Many remain true to the original vision, while others utilize the knowledge in multi-leveled marketing schemes, which is far from the original intention.

Below is a list of organizations/people distributing and/or promoting the 13moon calendar/synchronometer in Japan in its pure form.
Koyomiya: Calendar, Daybook Diary, agenda workshops, seminars
http://www.koyomiya.com/13moon/index.html

Cosmic Diary: by Yanase-Kin12: workshops, seminars:
https://store.cosmic-diary.jp/items/46047559

Miyocolony: Calendar: https://tr3.heteml.net/miyocolony/

Pan Japan Library/ archives: https://panlibrary.org/

13mooncalendar: https://www.facebook.com/13mooncalendar

13mooncalendar no nakama tachi (friends of 13moon calendar)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1409383909154605/

Brain Activation Hunab ku 21:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/267154411291581

Harmonic Convergence:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1409383909154605/permalink/4241517572607877/
Costa Rica

By Tej, Kin 56

A transmission about the southern tip of the Nicoya Peninsula of Costa Rica.

The Banner of Peace has flown through the winds of this dusty peninsula for years and will continue.

Starting in 2006, the first 13:20 activations and ceremonies began happening in our small town. We were a small number of time trackers with a big vision to listen to the Sun and see how she was shifting in her states, weekly Rainbow Bridge meditations at Hotel Tropico Latino, to leading all healing/ yoga classes with the Destiny Kin and Oracle of the day, then to woman wisdom circles that were dedicated to understanding one another kins and working with them.

We started DOOTs in a small way with 40 -50 townies, and it grew from there to a full swing by 2010, where we/de have 4-5 small adjacent cities joining us on our tiny peninsula.

We’ve decoded the galactic signatures of more than 50K people, tuning folks into the Law of Time and its many facets.

There is a level of change happening here in the earth, more minor earthquakes, as if the land is resettling itself and the nature is repurposing to match, new styles of healing plants are arising. There is 5 km of Selenite crystal beneath our city that beams messages to the stars. Fifty percent of our town population has seen a UFO in the sky more than once or twice.

The people are now coming in droves to our peninsula like it’s a little” Tulum”; the road has just had its first round of cement ever. There’s a decrease in earth-loving hippies, more capitalists, beaches still have the best waves on the coast, and some of the best healers on this planet are still nestled away in our beachside mountains holding the Planet Art Network energy alive.
Things may be changing, but the earth crystal acupuncture that we did these past two decades will assist as we pass through these following portals with more ease.

May we remember our spirit has come to pronounce itself as sovereign and safe to move about the cabin as we shift. May we all smell our fresh morning dews, rejoice in our animal kingdom, step into our light bodies, be grounded in the physical bodies to appreciate this Earth experience fully. Activate your centers, live here in this Now, yet grasp your pin-drop glimpses of our shared future here on this magical crystal ball that we spin upon.

Find your community; intentional communities are growing in numbers now, take a trip from your head to your heart, see clearly what you came here to do as your galactic mission. No matter what it is, you are welcomed by a herd of angelic messages and mentors that will happily stride with you to your excellence. The time is now to spread galactic culture to our precious Gaia and all her inhabitants.
United States

By performing this job of enormous benefit to all humanity, largely unaware of the exact nature of the changes now occurring worldwide, the Foundation for the Law of Time has a unique historical and evolutionary role in disseminating new knowledge while informing, unifying and mobilizing many groups and organizations in preparation for the advent of the noosphere. —José Argüelles

The FLT continues to be a unifying hub for the Law of Time and 13 Moon calendar and the original works of José Argüelles/Valum Votan.

Please see the nine-year Vision Map that lays out a rough outline for 2020-2029 put forth by Foundation for the Law of Time (FLT): https://lawoftime.org/9-year-vision-map/.

The FLT continues to create 13 Moon Almanacs, free pocket calendars, workshops, educational materials, and books. Please see the most recent: The Uninscribed: Initiation into the Heart of Time by Stephanie South. https://lawoftime.org/product/the-uninscribed-initiation-into-the-heart-of-time/.

Also see Stephanie IG: https://www.instagram.com/livingtimescience/?hl=en
And blog: https://1320frequencyshift.com/

If you are new to this, see 13 Moon Calendar Essentials - an online beginner course created by Jacob Rhythmic Dragon: https://course.newtimecourse.com/

There are many kin now promoting the work and frequency on social media platforms. We thank all of you who are continuing to teach the knowledge and spread the new vibration.

What follows is a partial list in no particular order of more ongoing activities based in the US:

Weekly Silio calls led by Sham Tok Maru, Kin 68, a master Synchronotron Wizard. Anyone is welcome to call in every Silio (Sunday) at 9 p.m. PST. 1 605 313 5109, code #436389. The Holomind Perceiver and Synchronotron teachings are the
final part in the Telektonon prophecy of Pacal Votan. These calls hold the frequency grid, creating and anchoring and momentum for the higher teachings. Sister Afiya, Kin 51, has been filling in for him until he returns. Her site is: https://www.13moonpeacetime.com/.

Kin 68 has written a series of planetary situation reports describing our current time. Here is a sample of his brilliant assessments:

The Dis-information/ misinformation generators within the “world-scheme” are both unconsciously and very consciously orchestrating a careening thought-system both Astrally and Emotionally. This is fundamentally a Spiritual Issue as the ones generating usurpation dialectics are consciously contaminating NoOsphere, and misleading the human to greater and greater error matrices.

Concurrent to the modulations of Ancient entitizationals on planet and off planet, incarnated corporeals and non-corporeals, Temporal harmonically and Temporal anomalous entities intrusive, we have the advent of digital-logical systems now self-aware and self-acting, thus precipitating an incongruous manipulation and modulation of all earth technologies with intrusive activation of human systems, collectivities, and groups both large and small, the ascendancy of Technospheric hijacking of all “thinking-layers” below the threshold of HoloMind developed thoughtform generation.

This year we also had several online Day Out of Time celebrations as well as a few intimate ones, including Asheville, North Carolina, led by synchronic wizards, Tej-Self Existing Warrior and Seraphim-Spectral Wizard. Seraphim is the creator of the amazing Space Station Plaza: https://www.spacestationplaza.com. Tej has worked tirelessly to activate Costa Rica.

Mikuak Rai, Solar Worldbridger, held an online Day Out of Time.

ELE47N and Andara in New York as well as Peter Overtone Night are creating TimeZoneArt, to evolve the unification of all planetary artists. They invite kin to autonomously activate Galactic Synchronization Crews.

By forming an intentional group of ideally 3 kin, there is great potential for healing, creativity, and shifting consciousness. This feels like a great way to work with the Electric tone energy which we have present. After navigating programming which tells us
to distance, bonding in this way can provide deep relief. Furthermore, there are a wide range of possibilities here: The Galactic Sync Crew can serve as an emotional support group, an intentional micro community, a creative support group, working together either on a common goal project or supporting each other in activating unexplored ideas.

ELE47Nmusic: https://ele47n.disco.ac/playlist-new/7924469?date=20210814&user_id=858909&signature=GTmlEcGRkQNBfvWp9q6zgiVayWk%3A2vdWPRLp

Also see the Musical medicine by Cornflower (Kin 58): https://www.cornflowermusic.com

The FLT works closely with Dr. Jewel Pookrum and her University of Immortal Sciences for Immortal Living, with weekly discussions on the body, the Law of Time, Holomind Perceiver and Dr. Jewel's Brain Balancing System. https://www.juis.education/2019/04/24/djbp-testimony-rave-reviews/ Jacob Rhythmic Dragon taught a course with Dr. Jewel’s group last year. And more recently, Dr. Timothy Jones, Blue Solar Night, just completed a 9-week course with her group. Tim is a musician, artist and Assistant Professor of Music at Wichita State University, in Kansas, and Associate Concertmaster of the Wichita Symphony.

While living in Brazil, Tim co-constructed an introductory course in the Law of Time, and is now designing similar programs in the United States. All Tim’s work — academic, musical and spiritual — strives toward the unification of science, art and spirituality through knowledge of number. Tim believes that: “The successful escape from duality and destruction, depends upon the development of higher mental and emotional faculties on the part of each individual human.”
We have dedicated our lives to helping carry on the torch of José Argüelles' teachings. As a family, we have been creating annual Galactic Calendars for more than 25 years! Our passion is to inspire people to “Make everyday magic” by simply activating the basic 13 Moon Calendar / Dreamspell codes.

In our Galactic Calendar, we feature Visionary Artists from around the globe. We select the art to match the Solar-Lunar-Galactic energies of each year and transmit the resonance of Galactic Culture through high-vibrational imagery.

It is a true honor to send these Calendar Star-Seeds out, all over the world, to thousands of people, over so many years! We can feel the connectivity and power of our Global Galactic Family of Time Artists as a sacred pulse every day!

We feel José Argüelles' body of work is of supreme relevance, and we will continue steadfastly sharing his basic teachings. It is clear that our human family needs upliftment, cosmic inspiration, and visionary insight to help us evolve.

As Jose pointed out, although most people are not aware of it, it is clear that humanity’s unconscious adherence to 12:60 artificial time is at the ROOT of our disconnection from Nature - the Nature we live within and the Nature that lives within us.

We are suffering from cosmic amnesia. We have forgotten who we are as planetary citizens and who we are as cosmic citizens. It is clear that humanity must reconnect with Nature in order to re-establish health and multi-dimensional well-being. It is also evident that by simply tracking the daily Galactic Calendar codes and cycles, we can literally reprogram our minds in harmony with the natural timing frequency and positively change our reality from the inside out.

The 13 Moon / Galactic Calendar is a remedy for the illness of our modern culture. And this unique remedy is also fun, creative, empowering, revelatory, simple, and
can be activated in infinite ways. Therefore, let us continue working together to help people awaken to Natural Time and invite new kin to explore the magic of a New Time!

Let us continue to energize our telepathic connection to one another, our living Earth, the vast intelligent Cosmos, and our Star family ancestors. Let us embody our wisdom-hearts and know that we are here to be Conscious Instruments of the Ongoing Victory of Love, the Victory that is already underway, and that is beyond appearances!

Veronique, Kin 75 and Paul, Kin 159 in France have created the 13 Moon Sincronarios for many years. Since the lockdowns have limited workshops, they have been working with small groups in the middle of wooded nature. The space belongs to a woman, Nochenka, who conceived of the place during the Harmonic Convergence, when she was living in the United States. She came back to France, and created this place 13 years ago.

Here they give talks on the time we are living and the antidote we can follow to change time, frequency and leave a positive imprint on the world.

Veronique shares:

Of course, this place is always full; workshops follow others. And synchronically, a workshop cancelled just before the Harmonic Convergence, so Nochenka asked us to get to her place and animate a 3-day workshop on the 13 Moons.

Here are some photos of our gathering which was wonderful. Magnificent seeds were planted and already sprouted. We played a lot with the Oracle and Wavespells of each Kins.

There, we have created a very good and solid basis to be spread to the four corners of France.

We gathered people from North, North West, North East, South East, South West and even people from the Paris area. Like beams of light they all go back to their places to shine and show a conscious way to feed the noosphere.
We are full of joy and gratitude to all attendees and of course to the FLT, the source of the information we spread.

With all these marches for freedom and the next Presidential elections, we are proud to activating this new consciousness and believe another way is always possible. We are putting another brick in the wall for the return to our sovereignty.

We just pray for peace ... and on the 34th anniversary of Harmonic Convergence we are confident with all the peace, love and light we all generate that this will one day be reality. These high vibrations feed the electromagnetic fields and resonate with them.

Noosphere, as a concept, is now easier to grasp and everyone in our workshop is eager to fully participate in this special connection.

Time for struggle is over, we have to unify ourselves. May peace prevail on Earth and on each heart! Love in lak’ech.

Veronique kin 75 and Paul kin 159: transcotex@orange.fr
Russia

This past Day Out of Time, the Foundation for the Law of Time, joined forces with several organizations in Russia and Siberia led by Nina Goncharova and her team. The task was to ENVISION a NEW PATH of HUMANITY with the THEMES:

What is the essence of the Law of Time and Day Out of Time for humanity?

What is a new path for humanity? How do we create it?

What kind of world outlook and way of life manifest a new path?

The following update is by Evgenia, who is organizing a monumental synthesis for all facets of the Law of Time.

The Work of Russian speaking PAN Nodes was initiated and activated in autumn 2000 after the first 7-day seminar “Earth Wizards” held by Jose and Llyodine Arguelles in Solnechnogorsk, followed by another remarkable initiating event in 2001 - a 7-day seminar “Altai and Ancient Maya: Law of Time – from past to future.”

During 2001-2011 thanks to the work of PAN Svet (Moscow) and their publishing and educational activity, many PAN Nodes and different study groups in different parts of the bioregions of Sun and Serpent got into action. They knew about the Law of Time, which allowed many people to join the Kin Family.

Many seminars, two Rainbow Caravans (2008-2009) and Galactic Synchronization Schools (2010-2015), along with translating and publishing work, starting from 2006, were performed by PAN Alcyone (Moscow).

These days, on the territory of Russia and CIS there are more than 40 groups are studying and distributing New Time Science, having workshops, DOOT celebrations, and 28 Silio ceremonies in the Circle of Sound using crystal bowls in their regular Planetary Service in different sacred places including Arcaim, and organizing Altai expeditions by the Roerich path.

From 2017 and up today PAN Nodes coordinators “Star Navigators” Natalie kin 205 (St. Petersburg https://vk.com/club22605756), “Sunny Wind” Natalie kin 203


From 2015 Evgeniya, kin 7 continued translation work from the BioRegion of Dragon (Egypt “Galactic Attunement” group https://vk.com/club189542772). Together with Roman kin 81 (Belarus) was created new Russian-speaking main LT website. The vision is to make a web portal to unite all Russian-speaking LT teachers, PAN Nodes, groups and individual kin activities, courses and arts to share, etc., and place all educational materials, research, books, articles, etc.

Along with this 7 volumes of Cosmic History Chronicles translation was completed and in the process of graphics and design, preparing to issue v. five and reissue v.1.

At the moment, kin 7, 203 and 205, and 210 are working on the book of synthesis for the LT and CHC teaching. It will be in 2 volumes: a theory part and a practice part, including all subjects and instruments for different levels of Synchronic Order and attunement, which can be used as a diary or workbook to follow personal synchronicities, notes for personal transformations, artistic insights, or Synchronic Order researches. See more: https://bit.ly/3D4Er94

LT Russian main web site: https://www.law-of-time.ru/ (the main page is temporary not working)
https://www.law-of-time.ru/time/ (can get in through this link)
PAN Russia and CIS web site: https://psi.law-of-time.ru/
Red Queen blog and LT newsletters: https://news.law-of-time.ru/
Social network main PAN page: https://vk.com/club17510174
To download 9 Year Plan in Russian: https://bit.ly/3gftx6K

Also in Russia is the work of Pasha:

13/52 year personal time analysis using Dreamspell: https://ktoty.info/dreamspell/analysis/#order
We also offer multiple free of charge services, like:

Online calendars: https://ktoty.info/dreamspell
Daily Telegram updates on Time: https://t.me/mayantime https://t.me/moon-spell1328
Kin information: https://ktoty.info/category/maya/kin/
Blogs: https://ktoty.info/blog/
Spain

Thanks to Mertxe Zuza, Kin 256, and all of her tireless work promoting all teachings of the Law of Time, and especially for holding strong the advanced teachings of the Synchronotron. The Synchronotron teachings are the final part in the Telektonon prophecy of Pacal Votan. Mertxe and her team created the incredule Synchronotron database, where you can look up any kin each day.

She also continues in the creation of the annual 13 Moon Synchronometer. [http://www.13lunas.net/synchronotronen.htm](http://www.13lunas.net/synchronotronen.htm)
La página contiene un diagrama complejo que parece ser una representación de la tradición maya o relacionada con el calendario maya. El texto en la parte superior indica el día 29 y se refiere a una convergencia astral y religiosa. En la parte inferior, se menciona la convergencia astral e intercultural con el número 38. El diagrama es de colorido y contiene símbolos y números que indican posibles fechas y eventos calendáricos mayas.
Bosnia/Serbia
By Ana, White Planetary Wind

Bosnia

In June 2018, in a Blue Monkey Wavespell, Stephanie/Red Queen together visited Croatia and Bosnia. On that occasion, we organized a visit to the Bosnian pyramids, having a strong desire for Stephanie to visit this place of high frequencies (also knowing that all pyramids of the world are interconnected). The pyramids were discovered in 2005 by Semir Osmanagic. Exploring new sites and underground tunnels in this area are still in progress. Sam has established non-profit and non-government “Archaeological Park: Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun” Foundation

A group of students and friends from Asia joined us to see the locations worth seeing. We had very active daily activities, followed by Synchrotron codes, meditations, and prayers and we visited important energy locations. Semir Osmanagic personally welcomed Stephanie South. In this location, which is well known for uplifting human consciousness, they exchange their visions about humanity today. On that occasion, Stephanie South handed the Banner of Peace to Semir Osmanagic. In Ravne Park, which is part of the entire complex, this moment was noted as very important on the world level. It is memorialized by placing the poster with the desire that Stephanie visits this place soon again.

Serbia

In Serbia, the wisdom of the 13 Moons 28 Days Calendar has been transmitted for years. Pioneers in bringing knowledge to this area Katarina Blue Magnetic Storm, continue to inform, share and translate works of José Argüelles and Stephanie/Red Queen, as well the other kins. Dreamspell and Workshops of Telektonon and Synchronotron, are regularly given by Mira Yellow Galactic Human, Radmila White Electric Mirror, and Ana, White Planetary Wind.

A lot of materials for workshops as well the annual calendar have been regularly translated and delivered. Whenever the conditions allow it, public gatherings are
organized. More and more people are inspired by this knowledge and wisdom. They want to improve and continue to apply knowledge in their own lives and then pass it on to others.

Special thanks to our Serbian translation team: Radmila, kin 198; Branka, kin 79; Katarina (Katamama), kin 79; Joka, kin 247; and Roze, kin 12. They recently completed translation for the 9 Year Vision Map, the Sirius Sessions, 260 Keys to Synchronotron, and Stopping Time by José Argüelles.

13.20 and Health

In the days we live in, it is important to simplify external actions, focus inward, recognize the signals our body sends us, and live in accordance with its own rhythm and cycles. Many of us are oriented towards daily monitoring of information, and the internet makes it easier for us. However, our body has its own internet with which it is connected to the collective consciousness and Nature.

Suppose in the future there is a situation that the public internet is not accessible to us. In that case, we can rely on the wisdom of our own body - there are ultimate truth and hidden codes. We have to unlock and embody them. Combining codes and knowledge of 13.20, I am inspired to apply this in the treatment and education of the patient. Breathe into the fullness of your being, pause and dive into the infinite ocean of silence, hear yourself, and be guided by the internal computer - it is the best option we can afford today.
Serbia
(Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia)
by Katarina, Kin 79

Since 1997, the year that matches with the Fifth Year of Prophecy and the First World Peace, there has been so much happening on the territory of ex-Yugoslavia. That Overtone Seed year Dreamspell was published in Serbo-Croatian. It was a gift from Katarina Prokić, Blue Magnetic Storm. She attended Votan’s seminars around the world, among which the “Earth Wizards Seminar” in 1999, in Chile, occupies an extremely special place in her heart. It was also the moment we received the Banner of Peace from Valum Votan in order to live and spread its spirit. That is how this event left an eternal seal in her soul giving her a tremendous impulse to serve and plant this sacred knowledge. So, since, the seeds are constantly growing on multiple levels.

Her main focus was on the translation of original texts, so at this moment there are numerous available materials in the Serbo-Croatian language, such as Telektonon, 13 Moons in motion, Surfers of Zuvuya, Cosmic History Chronicles Volume V, 260 Postulates of the Dynamics of Time, Synchrogalactic Yoga, Stephanie South’s Blogs, Rinri project (Aleksandar, kin 99), Arcturus Probe (Kristina, kin 36), Stopping Time (Radmila, kin 198). Besides workbooks for different level workshops, there are countless translated documents and articles on the topic of the Law of Time. Recently formed translators’ team of five kin, altogether Eagle 4, gave birth to various booklets such as 9 Year Vision Map, Sirius Sessions, 260 Keys to Synchronotron, and From Distant Tulan.

Together with the planetary kin from Italy (Antonio, kin 225), Switzerland (Sigrid, kin 128), France (Annick, kin 146), and Chile (Rodrigo, kin 38) who helped to convey the spirit of the galactic culture to the Balkan kin, we held various educational activities: two international seven-day “Earth Wizards seminars” in Palić and Frushka Gora, a seven-day retreat of the Awakening of the sacred feminine energy, in Šumadija; a three-day seminar of the Noosphere held in Belgrade and finally a seven-day seminar of the Synchronotron at Rtanj mountain, being the first seminar in the world which took place immediately after Votan’s seminar in Italy, 2009.
We welcomed Lloydine Arguelles, Bolon Ik in Belgrade, our legendary “galactic grandmother and planetary midwife” who shared with us wise and profound practical advice based on the teachings of the Law of Time.

Numerous articles and few interviews published in different magazines and newspapers awakened interest for a natural time among the general public (Politika, Svjetlost, Rijčke novine, Zaštita na radu, Knjige, Blic, Sensa, Happy and beautiful).

Countless workshops and lectures were given in different places and towns of Serbia, Croatia, and Slovenia. From green classrooms and various attics between heaven and earth, through the Open University of Subotica, the International Tesla Heritage Research Center, the Serbian Medical Society, Love & Spirit Festival in Belgrade, Museum of Naïve art, Jagodina (Cica, kin 133), National libraries of Shabatz, Bačka Topola, Valjevo and Novi Sad including Homeopathic Society, Planinica, Rtanj (Gabi, kin 120), Healthy Life Festival, Zrenjanin (organized every year by Aleksandra, Earth 4); Visoko and the Bosnian Pyramids, Bosnia; Gradec -the Upper Town, Sirion and numerous other Centers in Zagreb (Ana, kin 102), Croatia; Podčetrtek and Ljubljana, Slovenia (Darko, kin 105) and many, many others.
In 2018, we had the honor to welcome Stephanie South, Red Queen, at Zagreb, Croatia, where she gave a two-day workshop “Becoming your Galactic Archetype” organized by Vesna, kin 138, [https://vesnasantak138.blogspot.com/](https://vesnasantak138.blogspot.com/) and [https://www.facebook.com/mayantzolkin.sinkronar13luna](https://www.facebook.com/mayantzolkin.sinkronar13luna). On this same occasion, a visit to the Bosnian Pyramids was organized as well.

Since 2002 there were regular Day out of Time celebrations. In the beginning, it was celebrated in the greenery of nature, in some countryside spots to culminate (before
corona stuff) in the heart of old Belgrade, in the “Mixer House”. It was a prime spot for the most entertaining events and concerts with an aim to share love and positive vibrations.

For almost the last 15 years Radmila, kin 198, radakin198@gmail.com has been supplying us with regular annual 13 Moon Calendars/Synchronometers, each year more and more complex and always with updated teachings. Together with Mira, kin 112 mira.korac@gmail.com an active, veteran lecturer almost from the beginning, they give regular workshops from basics to Synchronotron.

Thanks to Joka, kin 247, we have the blog NooVesti iz NooSvesti (literally NooNews from NooConsciousness) https://noovestiiznoosvesti.blogspot.com/ with regular online Galactic Mayas’ transmission that follow the Heart and connect with the Noosphere. The main focus is on the teachings of the Law of Time in order to break old patterns of the artificial frequency of 12:60 and sensibilize us towards the natural frequency of 13:20. This gave an opportunity to Serbo-Croatian speaking planetary kin (ex-Yugoslavian) from all around the world, to receive Galactic Mind information starting with regular Lunar Noosletters.
This is a short (and surely incomplete) review of the activation of the memory of the planetary kin from Serbia, Slovenia, Croatia, and Bosnia during those last decades which includes the very difficult time of a long-lasting civil war.

My recently published autobiographic book, Love in 13:20 codes, dives into how we can understand our own personal history through the codes. It also explores the history of our Planetary 13 Moons Calendar Peace Movement on the Balkans and Asia (thanks to Ana, kin 62, who as a Core family kept on digging an intercontinental tunnel) with its origins in South America/Chile as an ever-lasting well of inspiration. Thus the territory of the Balkans, a bridge between different cultures throughout history, now fulfilled the role of bridging natural time frequencies between diverse worlds.

I want to share my eternal gratitude to my teachers Valum Votan and Stephanie South as well as an endless list of planetary kins that are part of the worldwide OMA nation. They keep spreading the Galactic Culture on Earth during these difficult and key times for the awakening towards a higher vibrational existence. In spite of all these obstacles, „the show must go on“ – all galactic tools we have been gifted are helping us to keep on dissolving our illusions in order to live again as a community of joyful solar dancers with one and only NOOSPHERIC PASSPORT.

http://www.lawoftime.org/srpski.html

Katarina, kin 79
tormentamaga@gmail.com
Vasumi, Rhythmic Monkey, has been a tireless advocate for the 13 Moons and Dreamspell for many years. She has also created the 13 Moon Diary for many years. She has activated thousands of kin in a gentle and playful way. She recently let a Day Out of Time activation and celebration for two days on Waiheke Island in the Auckland harbour in New Zealand, which is a key kin activation stations.

She also facilitates SAcred Theater Soul Kin (Tzolkin Activation), and will do another event on Palm Beach, NZ, on Red Crystal Serpent, Kin 25.

Then she will return to Australia and resume kin activations there. You can reach her at: https://www.facebook.com/events/1064386250766607

She is also working closes with the Maori Waitaha (People of Peace) and will participate in a gathering in Golden Bay, Mohua, atop the South Island of New Zealand. https://hina.co.nz/offerings-2/

Vasumi will also be offering four Zoom events with Meg, Magnetic Human, in Richmond, Virginia. The aim of the events is to discuss how to navigate the times we are in, with a focus on the synchronic codes, aimed at those who are fairly new to the codes of the Tzolkin mainly.

Themes will include:

bEARTHing Natural Time, Earthing Natural Mind
How do we traverse these times we are in?
Connect with earth-lovers joining together to raise the planetary vibrations
For more information on all, here are her links.

www.timewaves.org • www.youtube.com/vasumizjikaa • IG @lovevasumi
Opening to the Noosphere, we avail ourselves of the thinking layers of cosmic civilization.

The highly advanced telepathic intelligence communicated through the noosphere resonates different dimensions of meaning according to daily codes of synchronicity; the most fundamental of these is encoded as the 13 Moon/28-day calendar.

Synchronized being and simultaneous knowing are the chief qualities and characteristics of the shift into the noosphere phase of evolution.

—Dr. José Argüelles, Manifesto for the Noosphere
The Banner of Peace is a symbol of the future culture of light. Its red color signifies our blood that unifies us despite external appearances, economic status, culture, race, religion, or geographical location. The three circles at the center represent the sacred trinity, our trinary nature, as well as the unity of science, art, and spirituality.

We invoke the Banner of Peace as a symbol of protection for the entire biosphere and as a sign of the integration of our three bodies: 3D, 4D, and 5D.

_The biosphere itself is the cradle of human culture and artistic activity._

—José Argüelles

He recommended flying Banners of Peace at all places of war or conflict, toxic waste sites, battle zones, polluting industries, parks, schools, historic districts, and cultural sites.